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1. Motivation
Self-explaining models typically extract shortest possible
rationales — snippets of an input text “responsible for”
corresponding output — to explain the model prediction.
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LimitedInk: A self-explaining model
with Rationale Length Control

3. Methodology
i) Design a novel self-explaining model,
LimitedInk, to control rationale length.

Based on the common assumption — “shorter rationale is
better for human understanding”. However, this has yet to
be validated.

2. Research Object

A. Control on Rationale Length

Is the shortest rationale indeed the most humanunderstandable?

C. Continuity Regularization

Our goal is to study the unexplored effect of rationale length
on human understanding.

4. Results and Key Findings

B. Contextual Rationale Generation

LimitedInk Performance

We find that shortest rationales are largely NOT the
best for human understanding.
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➤

Humans get worse prediction accuracy and confidence
when rationales are too short (e.g., 10% length) than
random baseline.

➤

The eventually flattened slope of model’s accuracy
potentially suggests a sweet spot to balance human
understanding on rationale length and model accuracy.

LimitedInk performs compatible with baselines in 5 ERASER text classification benchmark
datasets: w.r.t. rationale metrics:
➤ end-task performance (Task, weighted average F1);
➤ human annotated rationale agreement (Precision, Recall, F1).
ii) Conduct human study to examine the effect
of rationale length on human understanding.

Human Study with LimitedInk

Ask MTurk workers:
➤ predict movie reviews’
sentiment polarities
➤ based only on rationales.

Key Components of the User Interface

Random Baseline:
randomly select rationale
tokens of the same length with
LimitedInk’s rationale.
➤

Participant Control:
to prevent workers from
seeing same reviews repeatedly,
we strictly control participant
recruiting and grouping.
➤

Human performance on predicting model labels of each
category, including Precision / Recall / F1 Score.

5. Key
Insights

★

The Workflow of Human Evaluation

Future work could more cautiously define the best rationales for human understanding, then find the right balance between model
accuracy and rationale length.
✴ More concrete, one promising way could be to clearly define the optimal human interpretability in a measurable way and then learn
to adaptively select rationale with appropriate length.
Open-source code: https://github.com/huashen218/LimitedInk.git

